Our Data Curator asks for feedback on the gin-tonic tool ([Link](#)). Check out #inf-grantproposal on slack. He also asks for your submissions to the SFBs smartfigure gallery website ([Link](#)). Thanks so much to Leo Pohl for your great work as our student helper 2018-2020! We wish you all the best for future endeavors.

**#GENERAL**

Our Data Curator asks for feedback on the gin-tonic tool ([Link](#)). Check out #inf-grantproposal on slack. He also asks for your submissions to the SFBs smartfigure gallery website ([Link](#)). Thanks so much to Leo Pohl for your great work as our student helper 2018-2020! We wish you all the best for future endeavors.

**#GENDER**

Join Livia, Clarissa (A05) and David (A07), who are mentoring students via Club Lise ([Link](#)). Interested? Please contact SFB1315 Team Assistant, Serenella Brinati.

COVID-19 and women in science, EMBL conference ([Link](#)).

Check out News on METIS ([Link](#)); SFB1315 Brenda Milner Award 2021 ([Link](#)).

Mothers in Science ([Link](#))

"Committees with implicit biases promote fewer women when they do not believe gender bias exists" Not Hum Behav ([Link](#)).

**#LECTURE SERIES**

Lars Schwabe (U Hamburg)

Cognitive adaptation under stress: how does it work?

OCT 20, 2020 | 4:00 pm

ZOOM ID: 7754910236

**#PAPERS**

A01/A06 - Spikelets in pyramidal neurons: generating mechanisms, distinguishing properties, and functional implications ([Link](#)).

A01 - Generation of sharp wave-ripple events by disinhibition ([Link](#)).

A04 - "Cellular mechanisms of conscious processing" ([Link](#)).

A04 - "Active dendritic currents gate descending cortical outputs in perception" ([Link](#)).

A04/A05 - "Dynamic conjugate F-SHARP microscopy" ([Link](#)).

B03 "Spermine and spermidine modulate t-cell function in older adults with and without cognitive decline ex vivo" ([Link](#)).

B04 "Neonatal hippocampal volume modulates the effects of early postnatal enrichment on cognitive development" ([Link](#)).

B04 "Effects of stress on 6- and 7-year-old children’s emotional memory differs by gender" ([Link](#)).

Z "Is authorship sufficient for today’s collaborative research? A call for contributor roles?" ([Link](#)).
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**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

SFB1315 Lectures – Contact Marylu, our SFB1315 Coordinator

20 October: Lars Schwabe, “Cognitive adaptation under stress: How does it work?” [ZOOM](#) 4:00 PM

10 November: Scott Waddell, “Neural circuit mechanisms of memory” [ZOOM](#) 4:00 PM

01 December: Eleanor Maguire, “From oscillations to laminar responses - characterizing the neural circuitry of autobiographical memories” [ZOOM](#) 4:00 PM

09 December: Bruce McNaughton, title and ZOOM TBA

SFB1315 Lab Tours, Contact Lisa, our PhD-postdoc Coordinator

28 September (10-12 am): A07 Lab tour

03 November (4 pm): C02 Lab tour, ZOOM link to follow

The SFB1315 Coordination Office is looking for a new student helper—please share this [link](#). Application deadline 13.10.2020